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Manuscript 

Torque differences according to tooth morphology and bracket placement: a 

finite element study 

 

Summary 

Introduction: Torque of the maxillary incisors is essential in esthetics and proper occlusion, while 

torque expression is influenced by many factors. The aim of this finite element study was to assess 

the relative effect of tooth morphology, bracket prescription, and bracket positioning on tooth 

displacement and developed stresses/strains after torque application. 

Methods: A three-dimensional upper right central incisor with its Periodontal Ligament (PDL) and 

alveolus was modeled. The tooth varied in the crown-to-root angle between 156°, 170°, and 184°. An 

0.018-inch slot discovery® (Dentaurum, Ispringen, Germany) bracket with a rectangular 0.018 x 

0.025-inch β-titanium wire was modeled. Bracket torque prescription varied between 0°, 12°,and 22°, 

with bracket placement at the center of the middle, gingival or incisal third of the crown. A total of 27 

models were generated and a buccal root torque of 30° was applied. Afterwards, crown and apex 

displacement, strains in the PDL, and stresses in the bracket were calculated and analyzed 

statistically. 

Results: The palatal crown displacement was significantly affected by bracket positioning (up to 94%), 

while the buccal apex displacement was significantly affected by bracket prescription (up to 42%) and 

bracket positioning (up to 23%). Strains in the PDL were affected mainly by crown-to-root angle (up to 

54%), followed by bracket positioning (up to 45%). Finally, bracket prescription considerable affected 

the stresses in the bracket (up to 144%). 

Limitations: These in silico results need to be validated in vivo before they can be clinically 

extrapolated. 

Conclusion: Tooth anatomy and the characteristics of the orthodontic appliance should be considered 

during torque application. 
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Introduction 

Orthodontic tooth movement is based on the ability of surrounding bone and periodontal ligament (PDL) to react 

to a mechanical stimulus with remodelling processes. Application of an orthodontic force system to a tooth 

causes displacement, stresses, and strains in the structures involved (1, 2), while mechanotransductory processes 

are translated to cell-to-cell signalling (3). Studies on rats and monkeys indicate that there is a close relationship 

between calculated stress/strain values in the PDL and the distribution or activity of osteoclasts (2, 4, 5). As 

force magnitude plays a pivotal role in determining whether physiologic remodelling phenomena or necrotizing 

phenomena take place in the PDL, quantification of strains developed in the ligament and alveolar bone can 

provide indications of favourable or unfavourable tooth movement (6-8). 

Proper buccolingual inclination of both posterior and anterior teeth is essential to providing stability and 

proper occlusal relationship in orthodontic treatment. Torque of the maxillary incisors is particularly critical in 

establishing an esthetic smile line, proper anterior guidance, and a solid Class I relationship, because 

undertorqued anterior teeth can preclude the retraction of the anterior maxillary dentition. Suboptimal torque of 

the incisors can deprive the dental arch of space (9), while suboptimal torque of the posterior teeth might not 

allow appropriate cusp-to-fossa relationships between the maxillary and mandibular teeth (10). 

Therefore, optimal treatment outcomes require effective torque expression, which is sensitive to 

irregularities in tooth anatomy, the size, morphology, and engagement of the archwire in the bracket, as well as 

the position, material properties, and slot size of the bracket (11–17). For example, although 0.22-inch brackets 

might be outperform 0.018-inch in some clinical aspects like sliding mechanics, they are inferior in torque 

expression (18, 19). This is the case even with slot-filling archwires, which have limited compliance and range in 

torsion and often torquing auxiliaries or smaller rectangular Titanium Molybdenum Alloy (TMA) wires with 

increased activations are used. 

In order to obtain proper tooth positioning in the three dimensions in the preadjusted appliance 

without any wire bending, two conditions have to be fulfilled (20). First, the brackets have to be accurately 

placed in a specific position on the labial or buccal surface of each tooth, attempting to express the desired 

amount of torque and tip. The labial contour of the crown surface differs at different heights on the crown of the 

same tooth. Therefore, an archwire, fully engaged into a bracket, will produce a different axial inclination of the 

tooth (21). Second, this will only be the case when the tooth–crown morphology (tooth surface curvature and 

crown–root angle; CRA) lies within the average region for each tooth (22). Several authors have reported that a 

considerable variation exists in CRA, which can take values between 156° and 195° (23–25). The CRA may 

limit the degree to which the roots can be torqued palatally due to an increased proximity to the cortical plate of 
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the alveolar process (22, 26). Taking into consideration that a root, moved against the cortical plate, is at higher 

risk for root resorption (27–29), care should be taken to torque a tooth with a large CRA (20). Finally, bracket 

prescription has a direct influence on the amount of torque attained (10, 20). 

The finite element (FE) method has been suggested as a solution for complex biomechanical questions 

and has been applied in several cases in orthodontics (30, 31) in order to assess the centre of resistance (32–34), 

various biomechanical aspects of tooth movement (35, 36), different bracket (25, 37), anchorage (38–42) or 

surgical (43, 44) treatment modalities, debonding (45–47), and retention procedures (48). The reliability of FE 

analyses is dependent not only on the loading configuration, but also on the geometry of the structure and the 

material properties (30, 49). 

The objective of the present in silico study was to assess the influence of tooth anatomy, bracket 

placement, and bracket prescription on the biomechanics of torque application. Part of the research question has 

been covered by a previous FE study (50), in which however other slot size was used for another tooth 

movement (extrusion), while no bilinear nature was adopted to accurately model the PDL and no other factors 

were assessed. 

 

Materials and methods 

A three-dimensional (3D) solid model was constructed including a maxillary right central incisor with its PDL 

and alveolus, and a uniform thickness of 0.2 mm and 0.5 mm, respectively (Figure S1). The base geometry of the 

tooth model was derived on a commercial three-dimensional dataset, based on a larger survey of caucasian 

patients (“teeth with roots and gum”, Viewpoint Data Labs, now Digimation Inc., Lake Mary, FL, USA). The 

CRA of the incisor varied between 156°, 170°, and 184°, based on the values found by Delivanis and Kuftinec 

(23) (Figure 1). A partial orthodontic fixed appliance was constructed with a composite resin adhesive layer 

(mean thickness 0.2 mm) and a stainless steel bracket on the incisor tooth, while a rectangular 0.46 x 0.64 mm 

(0.018 x 0.025 inch) TMA wire was passively inserted into the bracket slot and ligated with two steel ligatures 

(Figures 2, 3). For all models the same bracket was used, based on computer-aided design and computer-aided 

manufacturing (CAD/CAM) data of the discovery® (Dentaurum, Ispringen, Germany) bracket, provided by the 

manufacturer in 0.46 mm (0.018 inch)-slot, as this is more efficient in torque expression (51, 52). The same 

bracket was acquired in three torque prescriptions: (i) no torque (Standard Edgewise 18; 0°), (ii) medium torque 

(Roth 18; +12°), and (iii) high torque (Ricketts ® Universal 18; +22°) (Figure 4; Table 1). The vertical positions 

of the bracket on the labial surface of the incisor’s crown chosen were: (i) at the center of the middle third of the 

crown, (ii) at the center of the apical third of the crown, and (iii) at the center of the incisal third of the crown 
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(Figure 5). In order to factor out the influence of bracket width on the results, all brackets were modified to have 

the same width of 3.5 mm, while the total length of wire was 8.0 mm. 

Based on these 3D solid models, an FE mesh was created to make a node-to-node connection between 

bracket, adhesive, tooth, PDL, and alveolar bone with a coarsening factor of 1.5, which was previously seen to 

be reliable (32, 53). An FE mesh of the wire and the ligatures was created separately from the bracket to allow 

contact analyses based on the Coulomb friction model in the FE program used (MSC.Marc/Mentat v. 2010, 

MSC Software Corp., Santa Ana, California, USA). This means that the wire is not deformed until it comes into 

contact with the slot walls and thus the wire mobility was restricted by the slot walls and the ligature, 

respectively. A frictional coefficient between the bracket and the wire of 0.2 was used. The 3D FE model 

consisted of 67 608 isoparametric tetrahedral solid elements (four-noded) and 15 651 nodes. 

The material properties used in this study were based on previously published studies (Table 2). All 

materials were considered to be homogenous and isotropic apart from the PDL, which was modeled as bilinear 

elastic (E1 = 0.05 MPa; E2 = 0.20 MPa; ε12 = 7 per cent) (33). 

The simulation was designed to reflect the clinical situation of an active labial root torque of 30° acting 

on incisor. The wire was inserted passively on the bottom of the bracket slot prior to torque application. The 

boundary conditions included holding the apical bone surface (movement restriction of outer bone surface) and 

keeping the ligatures were tight with a spring nodal tie, while torque was applied at the two ends of the wire. The 

induced labial movement of the root tip, palatal movement of the crowns tip, total equivalent strains in the PDL, 

and the Von Mises stresses in the bracket were calculated at the simulation’s end as the maximum value within 

the volume of the corresponding body. Mean values across models according to the various parameters were 

calculated and analyzed descriptively. All simulations were performed with the above-mentioned FE software 

(convergence tolerance for residual relative force=0.1 and convergence tolerance for the incremental rotations of 

rigid link nodes=0.001). Models were created on a Dell Precision T5500 workstation (Dell, Frankfurt, Germany) 

and transferred to a 30-processor Dell server cluster to be solved. A sensitivity analysis to check the reliability of 

the existing mesh was performed by subdividing all elements across all three dimensions of a randomly-chosen 

model, thereby effectively octupling the total number of elements in the model. 

 

Results 

Characteristic examples of the observed tooth displacement, strains in the PDL, and stresses in the bracket are 

illustrated in Figures 6-8, respectively. In all cases the crown tip was displaced palatally and the root tip was 

displaced buccally (Figure 6). Developed strains in the PDL were mostly distributed at the apical regions, where 
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root tip was displaced buccally (Figure S2). Conversely, stresses at the bracket were mostly concentrated at the 

bracket wall, where the wire’s edge came in contact with the bracket (Figure 8). The effect of the CRA, bracket 

prescription, and bracket position on tooth displacement, developed strains in the PDL, and developed stresses in 

the bracket can be seen in Table 3, 

The average across models of the maximum palatal displacement of the crown tip was 0.14 mm. No 

significant differences were seen among the models, except from a statistically significantly higher crown 

displacement when the bracket was positioned at the center of the apical third of the tooth (Figure 7). 

The average across models of the maximum buccal displacement of the root apex was 0.15 mm. 

Significantly higher movement of the tooth apex was seen with high-torque brackets. Moreover, bracket 

positioning had a significant influence on the movement of the tooth apex, where incisal bracket placement was 

associated with less apex movement and apical bracket placement was associated with more apex movement 

compared to bracket placement at the middle of the crown. 

The average across models of the maximum strains in the PDL were 1.24, while tooth anatomy was 

significantly associated with the developed strains in the PDL. The magnitude of developed strains decreased 

considerably, as the inclination of the root to the tooth increased.  

Finally, the average across models of the maximum induced stresses in the bracket were 4306.91 MPa. 

No significant effect on the stresses developed in the bracket was seen, except from bracket prescription. 

The performed sensitivity analysis (Supplementary material) indicating that the sharp increase in the 

total number of elements did not have a considerable influence on the results, as all deviations were in the level 

of 5%-25% , which is in the range of FE analyses in general. 

 

Discussion 

In this study the relative contribution of the tooth’s anatomy, the bracket’s prescription, and the bracket’s 

positioning on the labial tooth surface to the attained tooth displacement and the developed stresses and strains in 

the PDL and the bracket were investigated in silico. It was observed that the displacement of the crown and the 

root were mainly affected by the bracket positioning and prescription, while the strains induced at the PDL level 

were affected mainly by the CRA, followed by the bracket positioning. Finally, the bracket prescription had a 

considerable effect on the developed stresses at the bracket level. 

The finite element method enables us to answer complex biomechanical questions in the field of 

orthodontics via simulation; moreover, it enables investigators to predict the behavior of biological structures in 

many specific situations. However, any solutions obtained via FE simulation will be numerical approximations. 
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Although many measurements cannot be taken in vivo, they can nevertheless contribute useful information to 

clinical investigations. 

Orthodontically-induced root resorption is a multifaceted phenomenon with complex etiopathology. 

Although the duration of treatment with heavy rectangular wires and excessive torque application might be 

regarded as risk factors, no single mechanical factor can fully predict treatment-induced resorption of the root. 

An additional detrimental factor for the development of root resorption might be the iatrogenic approximation of 

anterior tooth roots towards the cortical plate, which was found to be significantly associated with the amount of 

resorption (28, 56). This might play a role, since existing data indicate that considerable variation exists in the 

alveolar thickness buccal and lingual of the upper incisors according to tooth type and facial type (26). In the 

present study both bracket prescription and especially bracket positioning had a considerable effect on the 

displacement of the root apex and the crown tip (Figure 7) and therefore might possibly affect the displacement 

of the root’s apex. The fact that apex displacement seemed to be unaffected by increased CRA values should be 

appropriately considered, as labial uprighting of such palatally torqued crowns might be limited due to 

anatomical reasons (24). 

Tooth anatomy, judged by variation in the CRA and bracket positioning had a profound effect on the 

developed strains in the PDL. It is therefore important to take these factors into account when making clinical 

decisions in orthodontics, as the developed strains in the PDL are directly associated with the biological 

processes of tooth movement (2, 4, 5, 55 57). There is some evidence that, unlike light forces, heavy forces 

might cause necrosis (hyalinization) of the PDL, undermining bone resorption, and play a role in root resorption 

(58, 59). 

The strengths of this study include the bilinear modeling of the PDL, which is more accurate than the 

commonly used simplified linear modeling of the PDL (60, 61). All material properties used were based on 

previous studies. To reduce the systematic error, no absolute values were used to draw any conclusions, and only 

the differences between the simulations were considered. Since all simulations were affected by the 

simplification effects to the same extent, the analysis of the differences resulted in an additional increase of 

validity. 

Comparisons with other studies are limited, due to the absence of the studies with similar scope and 

outcomes. There are additional factors that might influence the biomechanical behavior of fixed appliances. 

Significant differences in the tie-wing tensile fracture strength of semi-twin and true-twin brackets have been 

reported (62). Likewise, all brackets modeled consisted from a single material phase and no different materials 

were used for the tie-wings and base of the bracket, as is sometimes done for metallic brackets (63). 
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Several considerations should be taken into account, when interpreting the results of this study. As the 

scope was to investigate the net effective torque on the tooth and the surrounding structures, full wire-bracket 

engagement was modeled with idealized bracket and wire dimensions. In reality, smaller wire dimensions, the 

use of a 0.022-inch bracket system or the reported dimensional inaccuracy of wires and brackets (10, 64) would 

most likely introduce additional wire play (35) and thereby decrease effective torque application. Also, a sum of 

30° might indeed be applied to a tooth clinically during the treatment’s duration, but it is usually not appliaed as 

once, as was done in our study. What is more, a labial root torque was applied in our study, which although it 

might be used in cases of heavily protruded teeth or in the treatment of maxillary skeletal retrusion with severe 

arch length discrepancy (65, 66), it is not seen clinically as often as palatal root torque. Additionally, our 

findings are based on the average CRA values in the literature. The actual torque performance might be more 

difficult to predict on an individual basis. Furthermore, the present study assesses relative contributions of 

various factors to the initial force system applied singularly to an upper central incisor, which might not directly 

reflect clinical scenarios with full archwire engagement. To reduce the number of equations to be solved, the 

teeth were not differentiated into enamel, dentine, pulp, and cementum but were provided uniformly with the 

elasticity parameters of dentine. In view of the minor forces applied, the influence of this simplification is 

negligible because no substantial deformation of the dental hard tissue was to be expected. For the same reason, 

the bone was not differentiated into cancellous and cortical bone (53, 67). 

As far as clinical implications are concerned, careful consideration of bracket prescription and bracket 

positioning is warranted, especially in cases of limited palatal or buccal alveolar thickness. Although, third-order 

recommendations for upper incisors seem to be unaffected by tooth-crown morphology, the magnitude of 

applied moments and the corresponding strains in PDL seems to be directly affected and should be considered in 

cases of deviant CRAs to avoid unwanted side-effects. A common “one-size-fits-all” fully-prescribed straight-

wire appliance might not be appropriate to every single patient, whereas individualized treatment planning for 

orthodontic mechanotherapy might be favorable.  

 Despite the big variation noted with respect to moments and root apex movement among various crown-

root angulations, the extent of the effect of root-crown angulation on biomechanical configurations and tooth 

bucco-lingual inclination seems to be somehow limited. This can be primarily attributed to the fact that the 

complex appliance-adhesive-tooth can be regarded as a unique solid body, and therefore, it can be assumed that 

the entirety of the applied moment is transferred on the root. In actual conditions, the play between the bracket 

slot walls and the archwire effectively minimizes the moment applied in wires of cross-section smaller than the 

terminal. Considering that a 0.016 x 0.022-inch archwire has a play or clearance which is exceeds the order of 
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magnitude of the Roth prescription for the maxillary anteriors, care should be exercised in transferring the results 

of this investigation to the clinical situation. The values reported in this study correspond to the moment or root 

movement variants in cases of play minimization by the use of terminal sized or excessively torqued archwires, 

which should counteract the play.  

 

Conclusions 

According to this in silico study, the following conclusions can be drawn: 

 The magnitude of the displacement of the crown tip or apex seems to be significantly influenced from the 

bracket position on the labial crown surface (up to 94% variation) and the bracket’s prescription (up to 42% 

variation). 

 The tooth’s anatomy, based on its crown-to-root angle, as well as the bracket’s positioning seem to play an 

important role in the developed strains in the PDL after torque application (with variation up to 54% and 

45%, respectively). 

 The stresses developed within the bracket seem to be mainly influenced by the brackets built-in prescription 

(up to 144% variation). 

 As a result, these factors should be taken into consideration for each separate case andthe careful consideration 

of the individual tooth anatomy and the orthodontic appliance used is warranted, when applying torque on upper 

incisors. However, clinical studies are needed to verify these findings. 
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TABLE 

Table 1. Details of the different bracket prescriptions used in the present study according to the manufacturer. FDI, Fédération Dentaire Internationale. 

Nr Name Slot (inch) REF FDI Torque (°) Angulation (°) In/out (mm) 
Width (mm) 

- bracket 

Width (mm) - 

basis 

1 Roth 18 0.018 x 0.030 790-163-00 11 +12 +5 0.7 3.4 3.9 

2 Ricketts ® Universal 18 0.018 x 0.030 790-130-00 11 +22 +5 0.7 3.8 4.3 

3 Standard Edgewise 18 0.018 x 0.030 718-205-11 11 0 0 0.7 3.0 3.5 

. 
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Table 2. Material properties used in this study. TMA, Titanium Molybdenum Alloy. 

Material Young’s modulus (MPa) Poisson’s ratio 

Bone (26) 2,000 0.30 

Periodontal ligament (33) 
bilinear: 0.05/0.20 

ultimate strain ε12: 7.0% 
0.30 

Tooth (26) 20,000 0.30 

Adhesive – composite resin (54) 8,823 0.25 

Bracket & ligatures – stainless steel (25) 200,000 0.30 

Wire – TMA (55) 65,000 0.30 

 . 
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Table 3. Calculated crown or apex displacement, strains in the Periodontal Ligament (PDL), and stresses in the bracket according to the various model 

configurations. Ref, reference. 

  

Crown tip 

displacement 

(mm) 

 Apex 

displacement 

(mm) 

 
Strains in 

PDL 

 
Stresses in 

bracket (MPa) 

    % change  % change  % change  % change 

Root-crown inclination 156° Ref: 0.162  Ref: 0.154  Ref: 1.852  Ref: 4859.359 

  170° -22%  -1%  -45%  -20% 

  184° -23%  -2%  -54%  -15% 

               

Prescription 0° Ref: 0.140  Ref: 0.135  Ref: 1.179  Ref: 3281.498 

  12° -21%  -4%  -3%  -50% 

  22° 16%  42%  19%  144% 

               

Position Middle Ref: 0.117  Ref: 0.149  Ref: 1.513  Ref: 4303.877 

  Gingivally 94%  23%  -9%  11% 

  Incisally -45%  -17%  -45%  -11% 

. 
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Figure Legends 

Figure 1. Variations in the Crown–Root Angle (CRA) used in the construction of the models. 

 

. 
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Figure 2. Details of the constructed model with its components, including cortical bone layer, 

periodontal ligament, tooth, adhesive layer, bracket, wire, and ligatures. Red markers indicate that the 

outer bone surface was held (boundary condition: fixed node in all three axes). 

 

. 
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Figure 3. Details of the modeled bracket, wire, and ligatures. 

 

. 
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Figure 4. Variations in the bracket prescription used in the construction of the models. 

 

. 
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Figure 5. Variations in the bracket positioning on the labial crown surface used in the construction of 

the models. 

 

. 
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Figure 6. Example showing the distribution of calculated displacement of the tooth according to 

bracket crown-root-angle: (a) 156°, (b) 170°, (c) 184°. A no-torque (0°) bracket is placed at the center 

of the middle third of the crown’s surface. 

 

. 
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Figure 7. Example showing the distribution of calculated displacement of the tooth according to 

bracket position: at the center of the (a) gingival, (b) middle, (c) incisal third of the crown. A no-torque 

(0°) bracket is placed on the labial crown surface of a tooth with a crow-root-angle of 170°. 

 

. 
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Figure 8. Example showing the distribution of von Mises stresses in the bracket. 

 

. 



Torque differences according to tooth morphology and bracket placement: a finite element study 

 

Supplementary material. Results of the sensitivity analysis performed by subdividing all elements across all three dimensions. 

Original model Sensitivity analysis Sensitivity:original 

Solid body Volume of solid body Elements Volume / element Elements Volume / element Ratio 

Bracket 11.743862 24928 2123 199424 16981 8 

Bone 129.224270 6884 53 55072 426 8 

Adhesive 3.719721 1331 358 10648 2863 8 

Left ligature 0.002172 450 207216 3600 1657726 8 

Right ligature 0.002174 457 210247 3656 1681973 8 

Periodontal ligament 45.630184 5644 124 45152 990 8 

Tooth 499.312400 10523 21 84184 169 8 

Wire 2.403810 7294 3034 58352 24275 8 

       

       

Outcome 
% change in the 
sensitivity analysis 

     

Crown tip displacement -18.4%      

Apex displacement +5.3%      

Strains in periodontal 
ligament 

+16.2%      

Stresses in bracket -24.7%      

. 

 



Figure S1. The constructed model with its components. 



Figure S2. Example showing the distribution of displacement 

(left) and strains (right) within the model. A low-torque (0°) 
bracket is placed at the middle of the crown’s surface. 


